making the Costco run
akihabara, tokyo

though you didn't bring
one for me, i see.

it'll take around half an hour to get to costco,
so you've got plenty of time to finish that coffee.

is it difficult to find food donors?

actually, we'll stop off en route to
pick up bread from another company.

ah, so it's not just costco
we're picking up from?

no, we have a number of donors.

The challenge is creating trusting relationships
so food companies feel comfortable donating.
No one likes to throw away perfectly safe, edible food ...

… but they are entrusting us with their brand and identity.

can't see a thing. window's all fogged up.

you sure they're expecting us?!?

frozen bread rolls?

yes, european-style
sandwich rolls. quite good!
by the end of the morning, this
truck will be full, so we've got
to pack everything efficiently.

… and if you'd just sign there.

we'll stack these up here, and drive
around the corner to pick up more
bread from a different warehouse.
this place is huge.

sure is!
i'd hate to work here though. in the frozen
food business, it's always wintertime!

at this stop it looks as though we're
getting dinner rolls and pastries.

though i guess they must
have a bakery somewhere
that's a bit warmer.
hang on. i'm just double-checking
you're getting the right stuff.

we've got plenty of freezer storage, but
most of this stuff will go straight back
out to our partner distribution agencies.
second harvest has several
other freezer trucks, right?

… and signed for.

the kids must have loved that.

i would have liked to have
been up there giving it out.
yeah, we do. four years ago nu skin japan
donated a refrigerator/freezer truck to us,
and that's allowed us to distribute ice cream,
for example to tsunami victims in tohoku.

me too.
great, thanks.

they do a huge volume of business. if
their produce reaches peak freshness and
is not sold, they have to make room for
new inventory. that's where we come in.

and finally, off to costco … we pick
up from them six mornings a week.

what sort of things
do they donate?
what they give us varies from day
to day. basically, we just show up,
and they bring out what they have.

so today i've got no idea
at all what we'll get.
and plenty of fruit!
looks like we've got more
bread! not frozen this time.

i've got one more pallet
to bring out to you.

wow. sonoda-san, i see you were right
about the truck being full when we leave!
all this food is making
me hungry for lunch!

lots of vegetables here! green
peppers, carrots and tomatoes.
and melons and pears!
this stuff looks great!

well, we're done, so we'll
be back at the office soon.
and lunch after that. i'll just
sign out and we'll hit the road.

yes, thanks. see you tomorrow!

got everything loaded,
sonoda-san?

that's pretty much the
routine every morning.

now we head back to the office and split the stuff up
to go out this afternoon to our distribution partners.

by donating to second harvest, companies save disposal and
return costs. last year our donors saved around ¥80 million.
they benefit from a corporate social responsibility standpoint as well.
last year our partners donated more than ¥480 million of food to us.
and finally, their employees feel better
about not wasting food and helping others.
the phrase 'win-win' is overused, but the
way i see it, food banking is win-win-win!

want to help? gets your karma in balance,
getting food to the people! hahaha!

we got lots of bread, and plenty
of fresh fruit and vegetables.
that's the last box. enough
carrots to fix anyone's eyesight.
these apple pies look pretty good!

great, thanks!

did you see the blueberry
muffins? i was very tempted ...
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